
 
   

 
   

THE ALTERNATIVE VIEW 

By Hugh Dive 19th June 2015 

 

Beware of Investment Bankers bearing Gifts ……… 

Over past two years investors have faced a barrage of glowing research from the investment banks trumpeting the blue sky 
potential of new companies seeking to be floated on the ASX. What is also clear is that the overall quality of these new initial 
public offerings (IPOs) are declining and that investors right now should be more critical of the bright forecasts contained in the 
prospectuses.  Earlier this week we received the IPO offer documents for a company exposed to the buoyant domestic housing 
sector, valued based on the assumption that the current demand for new homes and apartments remains unchanged.  Indeed 
one of their competitors that listed just over six months ago and has already fallen 20%.  

When analyzing IPOs few have been more eloquent on this subject that Benjamin Graham, the father of Value Investing 

 “Our recommendation is that all investors should be wary of new issues – which usually mean, simply, that these should be 

subjected to careful examination and unusually severe tests before they are purchased. There are two reasons for this double 

caveat. The first is that new issues have special salesmanship behind them, which calls therefore for a special degree of sales 

resistance. The second is that most new issues are sold under ‘favorable market conditions’ – which means favorable for the 

sellers and consequently less favorable for the buyer” (The Intelligent Investor 1949 edition, p.80) 

 

The Cycle  

Typically during an IPO cycle the higher quality businesses are listed first, generally at attractive multiples to overcome investor 
skepticism. When these floats perform well (and generate handsome fees for the investment banks), the more marginal 
businesses get listed, finally towards the end of the cycle investors will see companies that have been hastily cobbled together to 
take advantage of investor greed. Generally this window closes either due to a large negative macroeconomic event such as the 
GFC which reduces investors’ appetite for risk, or a particularly poor large float that burns investors’ fingers such as Myer in 
2009. 

Why is the vendor selling?  

The motivation behind the IPO is one of the first things to look at.  Historically investors tend to do well where the IPO is a spin-

off from a large company exiting a line of business such as Orica and their paints division Dulux or the vendors are using the 

proceeds to expand their business. The probability of new investors doing well from an IPO is far lower when the seller is just 

looking to maximise their exit price and end their involvement with the company, a classic example of this is the Myer IPO. In 

situations like this the seller can be incentivized to make short term decisions to inflate current earnings such as economizing of 

maintenance capex, if they are not long-term owners of the business  

Is the company profitable?  

Any IPO is presented to the market in the most favourable light (albeit with a large number of disclaimers) and at a time of the 

seller’s choosing. Over the last six months we have seen a number of businesses being listed that have been unprofitable for a 

number of years, yet are expected to switch into profitability in the years immediately after the IPO. We put little store in the 

notion that companies are being listed for the altruistic benefit of new investors. Thus we are skeptical of such dramatic 

improvements after listing, especially when the IPO vendors have significant incentives to show profits before listing!  

Can the business be readily understood? 

Given the reduced level of historical financial data it is important that an investor can easily understand how the company makes 

money and its competitive advantage.  We are wary of companies with complicated business models, as investors usually only 

have a few weeks 9 (or less) to analyse whether to buy an IPO, whereas the seller has generally owned the company for five 



 
years or more. When Medibank Private was listed in November 2014, it was clear how the company made money from 

collecting insurance premiums from the public to settle hospital bills.  

How attractive is the price?  

The sole reason behind any new investment is the view that it will generate a higher rate of return than the alternative options in 

your portfolio. Additionally as the audited financial history may be limited or the financial accounts complicated by bolt-on 

acquisitions made in the lead up to the IPO, investors should build in an additional margin of safety and price the new issue at a 

discount to existing listed companies in similar industries. The Mantra Group hotel IPO last June was priced at an attractive PE of 

12.7x forward earnings, a 30% discount to the original price sought by the vendors in a failed attempt to list the business in 

March 2014.  This allowed new investors an attractive entry point with a margin of safety. Conversely the May 2015 IPO of  

MYOB IPO was priced at almost 24x and at this level we saw minimal scope for price appreciation for new shareholders  

  

 

Recent Action 

In aggregate the market has invested $19 billion in new IPOs over the past 18 months and the weighted average return has been 

a +13%, though with a large degree of variability in returns. Looking at the above table the most common industries for IPO 

listings are healthcare, real estate and IT and a successful float in one industry stimulates the investment bankers to bring 

similar-looking companies to market. A key factor in the companies that have done poorly has been structural issues with the 

business model or overly optimistic predictions of future profits as we saw in yesterday’s downgrade of real estate trust 

Industria’s (floated Dec 2013) expected distributions.  

 

 

Listing date Company name Industry 

Current 

Price

Original IPO 

Size (A$m)

Performance 

since listing Listing PE

Mar/2014 SG Fleet Commercial Services 2.49$      189 34.6% 12.8x

Apr/2014 Japara Healthcare Health Care 2.60$      450 30.0% 19.0x

Apr/2014 Burson Auto Parts Distributors 3.50$      224 92.3% 13.6x

Apr/2014 Genesis Energy Utilities 1.69$      570 16.2% 16.2x

May/2014 Genworth Mortgage Finance 3.20$      583 20.8% 7.5x

May/2014 Intueri Diversified Consumer Services 1.62$      162 (25.7%) 11.9x

May/2014 Spotless Commercial Services 2.14$      995 33.8% 12.4x

Jun/2014 iSentia Internet Software 3.82$      287 87.3% 15.0x

Jun/2014 Mantra Hotels 3.70$      239 105.6% 12.7x

Jun/2014 PAS Group Specialty Retail 0.50$      121 (56.5%) 8.9x

Jun/2014 Asaleo Care Personal Products 1.88$      656 13.9% 14.1x

Jun/2014 Monash IVF Biotechnology 1.33$      316 (28.1%) 16.4x

Jul/2014 3P Learning Education 2.38$      283 (4.8%) 34.7x

Jul/2014 Smartgroup Commercial Services 2.06$      113 28.8% 9.8x

Jul/2014 Healthscope Health Care 2.60$      2,300 23.8% 21.9x

Jul/2014 Metro Performance Materials 1.50$      229 (5.7%) 13.9x

Aug/2014 SpeedCast Telecommunications 2.91$      236 48.5% 17.0x

Aug/2014 Ashley Services Group Professional Services 0.60$      100 (63.9%) 12.1x

Oct/2014 Regis Healthcare Health Care 5.35$      486 46.6% 22.8x

Nov/2014 GPT Metro Office Real Estate Investment Trusts 2.10$      255 5.0% 18.6x

Nov/2014 Huon Aquaculture Food Products 3.25$      133 (31.6%) 13.4x

Nov/2014 APN Outdoor Media 3.08$      329 20.8% 15.0x

Nov/2014 Simonds Homebuilders 1.45$      161 (18.5%) 13.2x

Nov/2014 IPH Limited Professional Services 4.62$      166 120.0% 13.9x

Nov/2014 Medibank Private Insurance 2.08$      5,679 (3.3%) 22.0x

Nov/2014 Orion Health Group Health Care E 3.80$      115 (34.5%) 11.0x

Dec/2014 Aconex Internet Software 3.15$      140 65.8% na

Dec/2014 Evolve Education Consumer Services 1.00$      154 9.9% 10.7x

Dec/2014 Estia Health Health Care  6.18$      725 7.5% 21.0x

Dec/2014 Centuria Real Estate Investment Trusts - 4040202.10$      114 5.0% na

Dec/2014 oOh! Media Media 2.60$      169 34.7% 16.5x

Dec/2014 Lovisa Specialty Retail  3.47$      102 73.5% 12.8x

Apr/2015 Eclipx Diversified Financials 3.05$      253 32.6% 11.0x

Apr/2014 360 Capital Office Real Estate Investment Trusts - 4040202.12$      155 6.0% na

May/2015 MYOB Software  3.38$      833 (7.4%) 23.5x

Jun/2015 Gateway Lifestyle Real Estate  2.02$      381 1.0% 12.1x

Jun/2015 Adairs Retailing  2.70$      218 12.5% 16.3x

Significant IPO Listings over the last 18 Months 



 

 

Aurora’s View  

Like all investment managers, we are currently receiving around two to three 80 to 100 page pre-IPO research pieces a week, 

couriered to our desks by the sponsoring investment banks with a range of arguments of why we invest our clients’ capital in 

these new IPOs. Whilst new issues are presented as fresh, exciting ways for investors to make money, what we are looking for 

are situations where the vendor is deliberately under-pricing the asset being sold. As you can imagine, this is a very rare 

occurrence for profit-maximising private equity owners, who often seem to have little interest in the ongoing health of the 

business after their exit has been achieved.  

 
 

        

 

 

 

 

       

Aurora Funds Management Limited is a fully owned subsidiary of ASX listed, Keybridge Capital (ASX Code: KBC). Aurora is a 
boutique investment manager that was established in 2003, and has established a long track record of producing risk adjusted 
returns for retail, institutional and high net worth investors. The investment strategies are offered through both ASX listed 
investment vehicles and managed funds. They aim to deliver income whilst also managing the risks associated in investing in 
Australian and global equities. 
 
Aurora is the issuer of the: 

 Aurora Dividend Income Trust (Managed Fund) (ASX code: AOD) 
 Aurora Absolute Return Fund (ASX code: ABW) 
 Aurora Fortitude Absolute Return Fund  
 Aurora Global Income Trust (ASX code: AIB) 
 Aurora Property Buy-Write Income Trust (ASX code: AUP) 

 

   

 
   

 

Level 4, 1 Alfred Street, Sydney NSW 2000 

PO Box R1695, Royal Exchange NSW 1225 

Telephone: +61 2 9080 2377 

Visit: www.aurorafunds.com.au 

Email: enquiries@aurorafunds.com.au 

 

   

Disclaimer: The above information is commentary only. It is not intended to be, nor should it be construed as, investment advice. To the extent permitted by law, 

no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on this information. Before making any investment decision you need to consider (with 

your financial adviser) your particular investment needs, objectives and circumstances. For further information please visit www.aurorafunds.com.au.     

Hugh Dive 

Senior Portfolio Manager 
 
Senior Portfolio Manager 
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